
 

 
 
Artist statement 
 

My work investigates a language of cautionary symbols embedded in the American landscape.  I create 
allegorical spaces populated with these symbols to explore the tension between preserving what is 

familiar and accommodating the new.  Our current national climate has spurred demographic, political, 

and religious shifts in places once defined by stability – perhaps most notably in rural communities, 

where wide swaths of land both foster and isolate communities.  Such changes have exacerbated 
existing issues while galvanizing positive action.  In my work, I composite together rural landscapes to 

invent backdrops that are rooted in the real – yet unidentifiable.  A human presence is visible through 

depictions of voyeurism or ritual, if at all.  My visual language includes animals such as the lamb, with its 

plurality of meaning, as well as ribbon cutting ceremonies, tree stumps, and silhouetted buildings 
evocative of something bigger.  Fragmented narratives meander through landscapes that alternate 

between tight realism and abstraction.  My intention is to facilitate curiosity toward the undercurrents of 

change coursing through our country – and highlight the everyday symbols that may guide us. 
 

I use a combination of painting, printmaking, drawing, and digital imaging to create my work. In some of 

it, I mount prints – relief, screen-print, lithography, digital – onto organically shaped wood to create two-

dimensional objects not easily discernable as print or painting.  I also create sculptural wooden boxes 
that open to reveal fold-out narratives on paper, or interlock wooden panels that connect as winding 

panoramas.  I am drawn to the visual weight of wood and its connection to Medieval devotional objects; 

all works on wood are coated in a glossy finish to enrich the vivid colors and graphic clarity.   
 

I propose an exhibition that features artwork addressing the above themes.  My two-dimensional works 

range from smaller (12”x16”) painted/ screen-printed panels to larger (22” x 30”) paintings and prints 

mounted on wood.  My largest sculptural panorama currently extends to 8’.  I am available to exhibit my 
artwork in either the fall or spring semester.  I could easily travel to Ames to install my work, and would 

display whatever the space accommodates and/or exhibition committee prefers.  Thank you for your 
consideration. 
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